
RITELITE – SUPALITE K9 PSM10

BATTERY WORK LIGHT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. Setting up the Supalite K9

The K9 is supplied fully charged and ‘ready to use’.  Before us please ensure that the plug from the light head 
is connected into either of the sockets at the rear of the unit.  To connect either the light head of a battery 
charger to the K9, insert the plug into the socket making sure the keyed slot of the socket matches the plug 
and twist the red locking ring to hold in place.

2. Switching on
To switch on the K9 there is a toggle switch mounted at the rear of the light head.  The switch has three 
positions - OFF, LOW & HIGH

3. Adjusting the height
To bring the light head to the vertical position, lift firmly to remove from the transport clamp.  When the handle/
pole is in the vertical position push the shaft down to allow the end to insert into the lower support mounted on 
the case.  Working height can be adjusted by sliding the telescopic pole to the height required.  The locking 
mechanism is operated by grasping the lower pole and releasing the cam lever until the desired height is 
reached.

4. Using the Supalite K9
Triple lamp operation is recommended for situations where full light output is required.  Twin lamp operation is 
recommended where high light output is required whilst maintaining ‘all-night’ duration.  The Extension Pole 
accessory allows the light head to be raised to 2.5m.  This is ideal to give an all-round floodlight output.  Care 
must be taken to ensure the base is mounted onto a flat surface to ensure stability.

5. Use with (i) Extension Pole or (ii) Tripod
Set up the K9 as above. 
(i) Insert extension pole into K9 base and K9 light head into top of pole, connect plug and sockets and cable 
provided
(ii) Expand tripod by loosening centre clasp.  Note K9 can be used to stabilise tripod.  Fit K9 head to tripod. 
Connect plug and sockets with cable supplied.

RECHARGING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Switch off the Supalite K9 unit.  Make sure the charger is disconnected from the mains power supply.
2. Insert the charger output plug into either of the Supalite K9 sockets.
3. Make sure the keyed slot of the plug matches the socket.
4. Switch on the mains charger and ensure the charge cycle starts.
5. Recharge time for: Supalite K9 Alpha 4.5 hrs
6. To prolong the life of your Supalite K9 please ensure that when stored the battery is fully charged, the battery 

is always recharged after us and use only approved chargers.
7. The Supalite K9 can be stored fully charged for three months.
8. Following these instructions will increase the battery life up to 2000 charge/recharge cycles.


